
ONE LANGUAGE ONE NATION

The premier's desire to build an 'integrated and cohesive One Nation country' resonates with the views expressed over
years ago in a very.

At first Hindi, the most widely spoken language, seemed the obvious choice, but following violent protests in
in the state of Tamil Nadu against the imposition of Hindi as a national language, opinion remained divided.
This is nothing but careful application of game theory and policy of divide and rule in political realm.
However, I never really understood its importance until the summer of when I went on a missionary trip to
Mexico. But under no circumstances, a regional language can be made the National language of India.
Conclusion One thing which I noticed from Indonesian example was that even Sanskrit language could be
adopted and developed as National Language of India. Role of English language in India Data from the India
Human Development Survey shows that only 5 percent men and 3 per cent women are fluent in English. As
people of this great nation, we have grown up experiencing a variety of languages and cultures. The role of the
Indonesian language has been inextricably linked with national development. No other national language in a
post-colonial nation is used in as wide a range of domains as Indonesian, a feat made more impressive by the
size and ethnic, linguistic and cultural diversity of Indonesia. Every region of this nation of Great past holds
the treasure of knowledge found only in that language. If we go by logic, Hindi, being the most commonly
used language, should be accorded the status of National language. The fears of the revolutionaries offer
telling parallels with contemporary debates in the UK about the links between language and citizenship. In the
United States, most of people speak English rather than any other language. Hindi is already used in most
states at-least as their second language and undoubtedly it is far more spoken language in India whose teachers
are abundant and which is phonetic too. Speaking to the press in Tirupati, Desai claimed that by learning
Hindi the Tamil people would only increase their influence within India as a whole. When assessing the
usefulness of the nation historians must examine how others have defined the idea of the nation. The need for
such a choice in Indonesia became apparent in the first decades of the twentieth century, as a sense of
nationalism grew. A nation promotes nationalism, the ideology that the nation 's geographic and demographic
interests should be the primary political identity of its individuals sum of all parts And second that the national
language not only serves to promote nationalism but also helps to spread feeling of oneness and make it easy
to spread education and other government services to all people easily. Also there is difficulty to collaborate in
various ideas in different spheres; non participation in national affairs and hesitancy to relocate in other parts
of India. National language policy was to create a national identity and to facilitate national integration. Why
people become very nationalist and ready to be killed in the bloodshed of a war for their nation. Generally we
tend to ignore such kinds of issues but only after facing such issues, we realize how much we, as a Nation are
losing from these problems. Thus we must endeavor in preserving our languages as our past knowledge is also
associated with these languages and once these languages are extinct then the associated knowledge will also
extinct which of-course is not in welfare of our society. I believe that language and culture are two different
things though often come together which makes it difficult to distinguish them. There are different situations
that are still in debate within the American Nation. Nevertheless, making English the official language of The
United States will significantly benefit the American people. One of the most important factors in the
acceptance of Indonesian as a national language was its function as a language of unity, giving Indonesians a
sense of identity and enlisting them in the process of building a new nation. However, this nation does not
have a law that regulates English as a national language.


